Deep-space missions are heavily constrained by the amount of payload mass the launch vehicle can carry. Furthermore, the amount of payload mass the launch vehicle can carry is limited by the delta-V losses of escaping both Earth's gravity well and its atmosphere. Instead of launching the propellant mass to be used for trajectories to deepspace, if the propellant can be delivered in-space, the vehicle may carry a significantly larger payload from the surface of the Earth to the destination. Such an architecture is a paradigm shift for space exploration, enabling spacecraft to fly to the furthest reaches of the Solar System with more mass and/or in less time. An international team of sixteen students met at the 2017 Caltech Space Challenge to design Lunarport: a station which provides vehicles traveling to destinations around the solar system with propellant created from water ice extracted at the lunar south pole. A complete system concept design and architecture was produced, entitled 'Ice Rush', which leverages mostly TRL 6+ technology and is capable of refueling crewed Mars missions by 2032 at a total cost of $17B. A detailed analysis of in-situ resource utilization methods, propellant depot design, lunar site selection, and prospects for decreasing costs/increasing payloads of future deep-space missions is included. With the Ice Rush architecture, launching an SLS Exploration Upper Stage (EUS) to Lunarport's L1 depot and refueling, the payload mass may be tripled for a mission to Europa or doubled for a free-return trajectory to Mars. A solar electric space tug concept is also presented, which would triple the Mars freetrajectory payload mass using Lunarport.
I. Introduction
The desire for deep space missions that advance the current state of knowledge regarding the solar system and beyond has created a demand to launch heavy payloads on high energy trajectories. In particular, the drive to send humans to Mars has maintained a strong presence in space planning over the past few decades. In order to achieve these momentous tasks, it is important to consider architectures that break down deep space mission design into smaller stepping stones that both demonstrate new technology and lay a framework for a sustainable launch architecture to locations in deep space. While attempting to identify such a stepping stone, the Moon surfaces as a prime candidate due to both its proximity and abundance of resources that can be utilized in-situ.
The energy required to launch through the Earth's atmosphere and escape its large gravity well hinders the ability to send heavier payloads into deep space. Each unit of mass launched from Earth comes at a great cost and the total mass that may be launched to the final destination is capped by the performance of the launch vehicle. Earth's closest neighbor, the Moon, has no atmosphere and its gravity well is significantly smaller than the Earth's. For this reason, architectures that utilize resources from locations away from the Earth, such as the Moon, to launch payloads on deep-space trajectories may provide multiple benefits. These benefits include significantly increased payload mass to the final destination and higher energy deep-space trajectories which allow for shorter transit times and greater access to the entire solar system. This study specifically looks at using the Moon's resources to provide rocket propellants for vehicles bound for deep-space.
Recent lunar observation missions have revealed the potential of lunar resources, having identified water ice, methane, ammonia, and other exploitable volatiles near the Moon's poles. 1 These materials suffice to produce the propellant and infrastructure on the Moon required to create a refueling station in cis-lunar space. With this knowledge in mind, this study outlines a preliminary design and architecture for a launch and supply station in cislunar space, referred to as 'Ice Rush'. A complete lunar base and refueling architecture is laid out and considered in American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics the context of a human Mars mission. In addition to the development and demonstration of technology, Ice Rush creates a framework for refueling deep space missions that intends to push the limits of human exploration capability further than ever before.
This study was performed by an international team of sixteen students known as team Voyager during the 2017 Caltech Space Challenge. The 2017 Caltech Space Challenge was a 5-day intensive mission design study held at the California Institute of Technology in which two international teams of students were given the mission design problem of 'Lunarport', a station which extracts and utilizes lunar resources to provide rocket propellant for deepspace bound vehicles. The teams attended lectures related to mission planning, systems engineering, lunar resource utilization, orbital mechanics, reusable launch vehicles, and in-space refueling and consulted with experts from government, academia, and industry.
II. Caltech Space Challenge Overview
A mission statement covering objectives, assumptions, and constraints for this study was provided by the 2017 Caltech Space Challenge to each research team. This mission statement is outlined below in Table 1 to provide greater context of this study. It is meaningful to keep in mind that all analyses, architecture trades, and final designs in this study were made over the remarkably short period of time of five days. 
Problem Statement
Provide a conceptual design and architecture for Lunarport, a system capable of supplying vehicles bound for deep space with propellants created from resources extracted from a lunar polar region.
Study Objectives
 Provide conceptual design and cost estimation for Lunarport construction, operation, and maintenance  Design self-sustainable ISRU station on lunar surface  Design ground support infrastructure on lunar surface, including lunar launch and landing station  Design a Lunar Resupply Shuttle (LRS) to shuttle lunar resources from surface to refueling location  Design refueling system for providing propellants to customer (the deep-space bound vehicle)  Provide detailed construction, operation, and maintenance plan including systems engineering, business plans, timelines, and lifetime estimates for the entire Lunarport system
Lunarport Design Requirements
 Lunarport shall provide propellant to a vehicle or set of vehicles traveling to deep-space (beyond Earthmoon system)  Lunarport shall provide propellants produced from resources extracted from the Moon  Costs for constructing and operating Lunarport shall be limited to $1B/year, with unused funds available to roll over to future years  Lunarport shall be a robotically operated and maintained system, yet capable of allowing human visitors  Once operating at full capacity, Lunarport shall provide sufficient propellant to support a crewed mission to Mars which includes cargo and crew  At full operating capacity, Lunarport shall be capable of sustaining the intended rate of crewed Mars missions  Lunarport shall be built and tested incrementally in order to reduce technical and financial risk  NASA shall be the initial funding source for Lunarport, with transition to the commercialization of the facility possible for long-term American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The design of Lunarport is a large and intricate systems engineering problem. Such a concept touches upon several complex engineering problems currently being addressed today, such as reusability of space vehicles, inspace propellant transfer, and in-situ resource utilization. Moreover, many candidate architectures exist for Lunarport. The trades considered in this study are shown in Table 2 below. 
III. Lunarport Justification
As an Executive Branch agency, the strategic goals of NASA are subject to changes in both presidential administrations and congressional budget constraints. The 2017 NASA Transition Authorization Act 2 prioritizes cislunar exploration as a first step to a crewed Mars mission, stating, "the United States should have continuity of purpose for the Space Launch System (SLS) and Orion in deep space exploration missions, using them beginning with the uncrewed mission, EM-1, planned for 2018, followed by the crewed mission, EM-2, in cis-lunar space planned for 2021, and for subsequent missions beginning with EM-3 extending into cis-lunar space and eventually to Mars [in the 2030s]." These objectives are consistent with NASA's Evolvable Mars Campaign, first announced in 2014 as a path to utilize near-Earth space assets to create Earth-independent crewed missions to Mars of 2-3 years in length. 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 4 This plan establishes a human path to Mars by 2033 via three phases of development, supported by crewed SLS missions. Phase 1 establishes a Deep Space Gateway (DSG) in cis-lunar space, from approximately 2022-2026, gradually building up the gateway in four stages delivered by SLS: 1. 40kW Power/Propellant Bus, 2. Habitation module, 3. Logistics, 4. Airlock. The DSG is intended to be human-tended, rather than a consistently inhabited station. From 2027-2033, six SLS missions would establish the Deep Space Transport (DST), with an initial delivery of the transport vehicle followed by alternating logistics and refueling payloads (delivered by SLS crewed and cargo missions, respectively). The entire architecture assumes one crewed SLS/Orion launch per year beginning in 2023 plus one cargo SLS launch per year beginning in 2027. 5 The in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technologies used in a Lunarport mission are a follow-on to the Lunar Resource Prospector, acting as a bridge to future crewed missions in cis-lunar space or on the lunar surface. The present roadmap to the DSG and DST do not presently include a fuel source; a robotic ISRU mission is a logical and cost-effective mechanism to enable Mars transportation. The modular structure of the DSG and DST allow for the Lunarport to gradually ramp up propellant production as the Mars-bound vehicle is completed. In the event of a Lunarport failure, it may be possible to service the Lunarport using DSG as a staging ground.
Lunarport additionally fulfills a number of Lunar Human Exploration Strategic Knowledge Gaps (SKGs) related to ISRU, lunar surface exploration, and power, as detailed in Table 3 . 6 These SKGs are also integral to further Mars exploration. NASA proving ground objectives for Mars include utilizing Lunar Distant Retrograde Orbit as a staging ground to Mars, utilizing ISRU in microgravity, and operations with reduced logistics capabilities. Lunarport may also be used for other solar system probes. Additionally, a number of stakeholders have expressed interest in both crewed and un-crewed lunar missions. The European Space Agency's Moon Village concept or Bigelow's proposed lunar habitat could be good candidates for future customers of the Lunarport. The United Launch Alliance (ULA), has also been promoting an architecture, CisLunar-1000, which seeks to have 1000 people living and working in cis-lunar space within the next 30 years, 7 suggesting ULA may develop commercial technologies that may be used by NASA in Lunarport construction and be a potential long-term stakeholder in a cislunar propellant depot. 
D4
Multiple landings at the same location on the lunar surface may scour or damage systems and equipment already emplaced at that location. Ejected regolith velocity, departure angles, and energy in engine plume exhaust need to be measured in situ to better understand mitigation strategies Medium F2 Polar missions may be in areas with extended solar availability; blackouts may extend to 3-5 days requiring 100 s of kW-hours; batteries will be prohibitively expensive. Very High
IV. 'Ice Rush' -Lunarport System Design
As an Executive Branch agency, the strategic goals of NASA are subject to changes in both presidential administrations This section covers the system design of Lunarport, dubbed 'Ice Rush', produced by team Voyager of the 2017 Caltech Space Challenge. Inspired by the discovery of gold in the Sacramento Valley of California in 1848, a flood of prospective gold miners flocked to California, expanding its population by a hundredfold in just under three years. History has shown, as in the California Gold Rush and other gold rushes, that the discovery of valuable resources can be a powerful driver of human expansion, technological advancement, and societal prosperity. In the harsh vastness of space, water represents life, energy, and hope -perhaps there is no better analogy to gold on Earth than water in space. This system design of Lunarport is performed in hopes that someday, a new kind of rush, an 'Ice Rush' may emerge, one in which humankind first learns to leverage resources from an extraterrestrial world, fostering international collaboration in cis-lunar space, and empowering us to make the next great leap -to the red planet and beyond.
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A. Lunar Site Selection
The approach taken for site selection and the development of full scale mining operations on the Moon has been adapted from the traditional terrestrial mining life cycle model. By taking this phased approach, the hope is to reduce geological uncertainty through detailed prospecting and exploration, which may increase initial cost and take additional time in order to complete a thorough exploration program, but will aim to reduce financial and engineering risk in the longer term.
Recent discoveries by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) and the Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) impactor suggest the possibility of significant water ice deposits on the surface and the upper subsurface of the shadowed regions of the south Lunar poles where temperatures may be as low as > 40 K. Modelling suggests that subsurface water is likely present in temperature conditions of <100K and less than < 70 K for other volatiles such as carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. Figure 2 below shows reconnaissance data and modeling predictions of the lunar south pole which were used to select the lunar sites.
The selection of the proposed mining site is based on a number of factors. The primary target is the extraction of water, so the initial analysis focused on locations where water ice could be stable within the top 10-20 cm (red, Fig.  2 ) with regions of possible stable water on the surface (white, Fig. 2 ) representing the most prospective regions. Stable water ice on the surface coincides with the permanently shadowed regions of the lunar surface. Thus far there has only been one in-situ measurement of water in the south lunar pole which was derived from the LCROSS impactor in the Cabeus Crater.
The number of days of light visibility at the site has implications for power requirements. The number of days of direct to Earth communication has impact on communication capability, and slope is constrained by requirements for rover mobility and a landing site for the resupply shuttle. Thus it is imperative that a site be selected based on meeting the engineering requirements for landing and operation as well as be co-located with prospective water ice resources. Requirements for a suitable base site (landing site/launch pad facilities, storage, and power facilities), transportation route, and mining site have been identified. The criteria are summarized in Table 4 . Based on these criteria, the team located a number of potential sites. The final selection was chosen on the basis of being the most favorable in meeting both selection criteria for geological factors as well as engineering design and operational constraints. The selected site is located in the lunar south pole approximately 50 km north-west of Shackleton crater, as shown in Fig. 3 . Cabeus Crater was considered as a potential target location as it is favored from a geological uncertainty standpoint, being the only location where water has been definitively proven thus far, as shown by the LCROSS impactor results. However; the current site is preferable over Cabeus crater on the basis of landing and operational constraints which made Cabeus unsuitable due to long travel distances required between sunlit areas and the PSRs and the extreme temperatures in the central part of the crater (< 40 K) which would make operations, given current technology, extremely difficult and expensive. Prospecting missions will sure up resource estimates and ensure that they are appropriate for long-term mining operations. Therefore, the mining site locations and prospects within may change as more scientific information becomes available.
Three potential prospects have been selected all of which are located within permanently shadowed regions. These prospects are shown in Fig. 3 . Prospect A is located in close proximity to the landing site (~500 m) however the approximate areal extent of the prospect is relatively small. This would be a good first prospect to test operations. Prospect B is located within less than 2 km of the landing site at its closest point and 15 km at its furthest point. Prospect C is located much further away from the landing site. To mine this site would either require moving the base operations or redesigning the mining rover power design. If the resource prospector identified resources in this area but current technology constrained its extraction then this prospect may be considered a contingent resource until new technologies to operate in this environment are developed. Table 5 outlines the key parameters of the landing site location and the three prospect areas.
For the purposes of this study, it is presumed that the resource prospector / scouting mission was successful and an in-situ discovery of an economic deposit was made at the proposed site. The exploration stage would then be followed by a detailed feasibility analysis and mine planning phase in which an assessment of the costs and equipment requirements will be made and a mine design plan developed. Assuming the site is found to feasible and a go-ahead decision is made, the mine construction stage would then be entered in which the power, communications, storage, and electrolysis facilities will be delivered to the site and the construction/sintering rover will begin preparing the site for future mining operations. The mine development and operation stage will begin when the mining rovers are sent to the site and begin their mining / water extraction operations. As the site is further developed attention will turn to locating new prospects. The lunar prospecting rovers will be sent to new locations and the mining life cycle will begin again. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Lunar Surface Systems
The main surface systems are the lunar prospector, sintering robot, and mining robots. These surface elements are described in detail in Table 6 . The infrastructure of the proposed surface system is fully scalable. A fully American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics functional system is achieved with the shipment of four cargo landers to the lunar surface. Additional shipments of mining rovers are required to scale the system to meet Mars mission propellant demand rates.
The first launch to the Moon consists of four CubeSats and a lunar prospector to scout the proposed site and finalize site selection. The second shipment will arrive two years later bringing a sintering robot capable of building roads and protective berms, preparing for the arrival of the mining rovers. This sintering robot is powered by the lander via beamed microwave energy. The third lander will bring mining rovers so water extraction can begin. All landers are powered by solar panels and contain batteries as well as a thermally protective space for their robots to be stored during the lunar night. Within two years the electrolysis unit, LH2, LO2 and the water tanks arrive with the final shipment to enable fuel and water delivery to the depot.
Lunarport surface operations begin with a scouting mission. This activity will be conducted over a 2-year period to assess one or two potential mineable prospects in close proximity to the landing site. Prospecting will continue after mining operations begin to continue assessing new mining locations which will be developed at a later date. The Scout will operate similarly to the NASA Resource Prospector but over a more extended period. The Scout will use the Neutron Spectrometer System (NSS) to detect hydrogen in the sub-surface down to a concentration of 5% by weight and a depth of 1 meter. When hydrogen is detected in large enough concentrations near the surface (i.e. <10 cm) a drill sample will be taken to test for the presence of water. The Oxygen and Volatile Content Extractor (OVEN) will heat the sample to high enough temperatures to evolve the volatile gases whi ch are then transferred to the Lunar Advanced Volatile Analyser (LAVA) for analysis. LAVA has the capability to measure water at concentrations above 0.5% by weight. To be considered a discovery the sample must contain water at a concentration greater than 4% by weight. Deposits on the order of 6-12% by weight will be considered high graded targets and will be the focus of initial mining operations. Once an area of interest is identified by the prospecting instruments the option to map the area in greater detail to delineate the deposits continuity, areal extent, quantity and quality will be decided upon by the science team. This will form the basis of a preliminary resource estimate. Once feasibility studies of the resource are undertaken incorporating engineering, mine planning and cost estimate studies it may be possible to convert the resource to a reserve signaling an intent to mine in the very near future. Lunarport mining operations will begin with the robotic mining rovers being delivered to the base site located in a relatively well sunlit location. They will then navigate to the identified resource locations within the permanently shadowed regions (PSRs). Upon arrival at the mining sites, the mining rovers will use their four Honeybee Robotics Planetary Volatile Extractor Corer systems to drill directly down into the icy regolith. The drill system will heat the regolith inside the captured cores, sublimating the ice out of the soil into water vapor. The vapor is then transferred
Lunar Prospector
The purpose of Lunar Prospector robot is to understand the distribution, concentration and extent of lunar volatiles in the polar regions of the Moon. This allows for feasibility studies, generating geological models, estimating resources, and provide valuable terrain information for mine planning and construction. The design of the Lunar Prospector is based primarily on the NASA Lunar Resource Prospector, 10 but powered by a radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) and equipped with a LIDAR system for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). It is assumed the reactors deteriorate by 10% over 14 years based on Zacny et al. (2015) . 11 
Sintering Robot
The sintering robot is a multipurpose robot whose overall function is to control infrastructure at the surface base. It will construct roads on the surface by use of microwave sintering. It will be similar to the robot known as ATHLETE 12 , which was developed and tested by NASA JPL and with improved automated docking systems to attach and detach construction equipment. 10 Essential construction equipment are proposed to have an automated docking systems that can detach and attach to the main sintering robot so it can perform multiple tasks simultaneously. The sintering robot will also perform propellant and water umbilical connections to the LRS on the pad.
Mining Robot
Mining Rover
Honeybee PVEx Corer 14 The mining robots will extract and process volatiles from the lunar regolith. The proposed mobility system of the lunar miner is based Apollo lunar roving vehicle (TRL 9). This design decision was made on the basis of its load carrying capacity (490 kg), high roving speed (~13 km/hr or 3.6 m/s), and that it is proven technology in a lunar environment. This design will allow the mining rover to carry an approximately 200 kg payload of ice before transporting it back to the storage facility. For the coring and processing system the Honeybee Robotics Planetary Volatiles Extraction (PVEx) Corer 12 (TRL 5) will be used. Each mining rover will carry four core drills each capable of drilling 1 core per hour with each core produced about 1 kilogram of water ice. The rover receives power via microwave beams, which is addressed in the subsequent power section.
Each mining rover will have a self-contained regolith processing unit aboard based on the Honeybee Robotics PVEx Corer. The PVEx corer drills a core into the lunar soil and heats the regolith in-situ. Volatiles are sucked out of the ground followed by the deposition of ice into a cold trap. Although this will require higher power requirements, it reduces the need to transport large amounts of regolith waste rock back to a central processing unit. This has a significant impact on production rate and is necessary to meet the production rate targets. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics into a cold-trap where it is then deposited into an ice storage tank on the vehicle. The mining rover will drill cores at a rate of one core per hour for approximately 20 hours per (Earth) day, giving it a total ice collection rate of about 10 kg of ice per day per rover. After approximately 22 Earth days of mining and just before the end of the lunar day, the mining rover's ice tank will be full with approximately 200 kg of ice. At this time, the mining rovers will collectively head back to the base, arriving no later than five hours before lunar sunset. The mining rovers will unload their mined ice at the ice storage facility and then head inside the landers that originally brought them down to the surface. Here they will be take shelter for the lunar night in the insulated and actively heated interior of the lander. The mining process restarts at lunar sunrise approximately eight Earth days later.
The mining rovers are equipped with approximately 24 hours of contingency battery power in case they lose access to the beamed power. In this circumstance the rover will enter an emergency mode, mining operations will cease and the rover will attempt restore access to the beamed power source. If unsuccessful, the mining rover can be commanded to head back to the base.
After the ice has been delivered successfully to the storage tanks and has undergone a final filtration some of the water is transferred to the electrolysis unit to produce propellant for the LRS. The electrolysis unit is powered by the solar panels at the site and produces the 20 tons of LH2 and LO2 propellants. This is required to deliver a 15 ton payload of water/ice up to the L1 orbital depot. An additional LRS will return to the base approximately 2 weeks later to reload for another water delivery back up to the depot.
Power:
The site for the surface base was chosen so as to receive sunlight for at least 21 out of the 29 Earth days (~75%) of the lunar day. The main power consumption at the Lunarport is due to the mining activities in Permament Shadowed Regions (PSR). Lower temperatures (~50 K) at the PSR and the volatile extraction from the cold regolith requires around 71 kW-h per day of energy for continuous operation, per mining robot. 12 Since direct sunlight is only present outside of the PSR, energy was required to be transferred in some manner to the mining robots, to be explained below. To achieve a modular architecture, each subsystem was designed to have its own power source. Different solutions were considered for transferring the power from the top of the crater (illuminated by the Sun) to the bottom (PSR), including nuclear reactors, batteries, reflected solar, and direct cable connection. Since it is expected to have more than 50 mining robots during Lunarport's peak operation, the main power decisions were centered around powering the miner robots. Powering 50+ robots with nuclear power sources was deemed too costly and too burdensome (nuclear power reactors are very difficult to obtain). Reflected solar power suffers from R 2 losses, so the energy received is degraded heavily the further the transmission becomes. Direct cable connection was seriously considered, but was deemed too risk prone and cumbersome. Should a cable break, come disconnected, that particular rover is at high risk of dying. Further cable routing makes for a challenge while roving in dark, unknown and potentially hazardous terrain of a PSR. It was decided to transfer the power from the solar panels to the rover using wireless power transmission. The energy collected by the solar panels on the lander at the top of the crater is converted and transferred as 5.8 GHz microwaves to the bottom of the crater. According to Jaffe and McSpadden, efficiencies of 17 to 19% can be achieved over the total sun energy available. 15 Fortunately, enormous amounts of solar energy fall on the lunar south pole, so this inefficiency is not quite so detrimental if extra solar energy can be harnessed (larger solar arrays).
Wireless power transmission, according to Jaffe and McSpadden, most of the proposed concepts is well understood, and techniques for the safe retro-directive control of the microwave beam have been developed and demonstrated. 15 However, the system still has yet to undergo testing in space. This would classify the microwave power transfer as TRL 5. The use of solar panels and nuclear does not present significant technology development risks. According to Sasaki et al., the microwave power transfer concept was proposed in 1968. 16 This technology was already demonstrated in controlled environments but still need to be proven is space. Operational risks include the deployment of the solar arrays and microwave transmitter from the lander. Transmission of energy can be decreased in case of block of line of sight, but rovers are equipped with emergency batteries to handle this risk. The use of this technology in the Lunarport architecture offers a great opportunity to mature wireless power transmission, a technology that could hold wide benefits for society as a whole.
Support Infrastructure: Launch Pad, Road Networks, and Shielding:
Using the sintering robot and its attachments, a permanent reusable launch and landing pad for the LRS will be constructed in a selected and cleared site. The pad will be constructed 500 m away from any lunar infrastructure to American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics keep the infrastructure safe from debris thrown away by shuttle landings. The top sintered layer will improve the durability, dust ejection, stability and hence, the overall performance.
The unique properties of lunar regolith make for the extreme coupling of the soil to microwave radiation. It is possible to sinter lunar soil at 1,200-1,500°C in minutes in a normal kitchen-type 2.45-GHz microwave. Doing so would lead to a relatively fast construction of a road with good quality for rover movements. A 4-m wide road network is proposed for the transportation in the lunar base and beacons are located on the roads to navigate the rovers.
The covering berm is proposed to be constructed to keep the lunar infrastructure safe from the dust and debris which are ejected away by shuttle landings and launches. Moreover, a covering berm will act as a shield against radiation and asteroid impacts on lunar structures and rovers. A 5-m tall and 50-m long berm will be constructed using the excavation and filling attachments of the sintering robot. Construction process will allow propellant transfer pipes to be embedded in the berm.
Once the landers land on the temporary landing pads on the moon, they will be used as solar energy harvesters and communication centers. Hence it is important to keep these structures safe from radiation and asteroid impacts. As a remedy, landers will initially be covered by a carbon fiber deployable structure and its openings for rover movements will be controlled by Z-type origami components. Subsequently it will be covered by a regolith layer for protection against asteroid impacts, temperature fatigue and radiation.
Environmental Protection and Control:
It is very important to take into consideration the environmental risks of an autonomous lunar port as it is highly prone to uncertain and extreme environmental conditions at the surface of the lunar south pole. There are three main impacts, namely the regolith, radiation, and asteroid impacts for which protection designs are necessary to be implemented. Furthermore, it is essential to control the extreme thermal environment so that all operations will function well as expected.
Influence of regolith can be identified in two main aspects, abrasive lunar dust and high speed ejection of regolith while landing. Both of these impacts on permanent structures can be mitigated by having first, a deployable structure to cover from dust, and second, a regolith layer covering the structure which can absorb external regolith impacts. Dust affecting the rovers, solar panels, and communication systems would be protected by electromagnetic vibration systems attached to each of these components.
Radiation onto the lunar surface takes two main forms, electromagnetic and ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiation can penetrate up to a few centimeters in depth with severe magnitude. Ionizing radiation takes three forms, solar wind, solar cosmic rays, and galactic cosmic radiation, all of which can be avoided by the use of regolith layers up to several meters of thickness. Previous research work has estimated that a roughly 2.5m thick regolith layer is sufficient to limit the annual radiation dosage of 5 rem into the structure, which is the limit for radiation workers. 17 A structure designed for non-human operation would require a significantly thinner regolith layer, given the significantly lower radiation requirements on non-human system components.
Asteroid and meteoroids are naturally occurring solid bodies traveling through space at very high speeds. Most likely, a layer of compacted regolith will be placed atop the structure for protection against all of those hazards. It provides shielding against most micrometeoroid impacts because the relatively dense and heavy regolith absorbs the kinetic energy. Furthermore, a relatively tall, covering berm will also protect the surrounding structures by shielding against asteroids and meteoroids.
Thermal Protection and Control:
Temperatures at the south pole at the Moon are among the lowest temperatures ever recorded in the solar system due to areas being permanently shadowed from the Sun. Data from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) indicate that south-pole temperatures range as low as 25 K (-250 °C) in permanently shadowed regions to as high as 300 K (27 °C) in areas receiving sunlight greater than 70% of the lunar day. 7 Most systems are strategically placed out of the permanently shadowed regions to avoid the extreme cold. These systems will still require active heating, especially during the lunar night (approximately seven Earth days at the chosen site), so power has been budgeted to keep these systems warm during these times. Just before the sun sets, the mining robots will drive back to the site, drop off their ice loads, and drive into a thermally controlled environment. This thermally controlled environment will be the lunar lander that each respective mining robot was originally delivered to the surface in. Groups of six mining robots will spend the lunar night in this insulated and actively heated environment in a low power state until American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics the sun rises approximately seven Earth days later. Once the sun has risen, the mining robots will drive back to the cold regions and restart their mining operations.
Space Systems
The space systems consist of the Lunar Resupply Shuttle (LRS), orbital propellant depot used for docking and refueling, a Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) tug, Lunar Transfer Vehicle (LTV), and lunar lander. In this study in particular, the LRS and depot systems are discussed extensively. A major trade in the study determined whether to have a depot at all. Without a depot, refueling of the customer would require upwards of 30 dockings with LRS which increases complexity, risk and time. Additionally, the customer vehicle would need to have its own zero boiloff technology to avoid significant propellant loses. Thus, including a depot decreases risk to the customer and can provide state-of-the-art technology for propellant storage in space. Figure 5 shows the configuration of the LRS. A 17-ton oxygen tank rests on top of a three-ton hydrogen tank with a 15-ton inflatable bladder for water storage wrapped around their junction. A docking port to fit the propellant depot is on top of the oxygen tank and contains interfaces for propellant and water exchange. The entire vehicle rests on four landing legs. The overall height of the LRS is 15 m with the legs unfolded. The landing legs fold up and the RL10 nozzle extension telescopes for stowing. During launch, the water bladder is deflated to fit within the launch vehicle fairing. The docking adapter doubles as a hardpoint to attach the LRS to the launch vehicle. The total dry mass of the LRS is approximately five tons. The orbital fuel depot is designed for the addition of successive modules. Table 7 details these stages. The overall dry mass of the fully assembled depot is approximately 70 tons. 18 • Additional docking ports to accommodate multiple LRS dockings at once
Module 4: Electrolysis Extension Module
• Docks with existing refueling depot • Allows for electrolysis of 800 tons of propellant over a 24 month period • Larger water storage system and electrolysis plant A number of the components in both the LRS and depot have mid-to high-TRLs, requiring little further development, while others are not quite as far along. Table 8 outlines the LRS components and their corresponding technological development, while Table 9 shows the same data for the depot. Figure 6 shows the concept of operations for the LRS. The key performance metric for LRS operations is the mass leverage, shown in Figure 7 .
Figure 7. Mass Leverage Definition
The mass leverage is driven by the amount of propellant the LRS consumes in transporting resources to the depot. The current architecture provides a mass leverage of 0.13. To reduce costs and launch requirements, each LRS is re-used for several cycles. To meet the required delivery rate and system uptime, there will be one active LRS and two in-space spares deployed at any time (once Lunarport is operating at full capacity). When first deployed, the LRS lands at the base on the moon surface. The LRS loads 15 tons of water and 20 tons of propellant into its tanks. The base needs to mine 42 tons of water to generate this much water and propellant. The LRS then burns these 20 tons of propellant to launch to the depot. Once docked to the depot, the LRS uses electrical power from the depot to melt the water ice in its bladder (Fig. 8) , and pump liquid water into the depot's holding tank. The 15 tons of water from the LRS is electrolyzed by the depot to produce 11 tons of propellant over several weeks. 
Morpheus lander). ULA is test-firing H2/O2 reaction control thrusters for their Advanced Cryogenic Evolved Stage (ACES, middle). TransAstra is developing flexible water bladders under a SBIR contract (right).
The LRS waits at the depot until it needs to fly another cycle. Just before departure, the LRS withdraws 5.5 tons of propellant from the Depot and burns it when flying back down to the base. Table 10 summarizes the delta-V budget for the LRS refueling cycle. After many LRS cycles, a large amount of propellant is deposited at the depot. This propellant is then transferred to a customer vehicle. When returning to the lunar base during each cycle, the LRS follows of special landing trajectory (Fig. 9 ) that is designed to minimize the risk to base infrastructure in the event of an LRS failure. It is important to minimize this risk because LRS spacecraft will be aggressively re-used, so failures near the end-of-life are likely. In addition to designs of the LRS and depot which relate to the actual refueling process, designs for a SEP tug, LTV, and lunar cargo lander are required in order to transport cargo (especially mining robots) to cis-lunar space and ultimately to the lunar surface. The highlights of these designs are summarized in Table 11 . 
Launch Vehicle Selection
The launch vehicle selection depends on the payload mass, dimension, cost, and timing needs of each phase of the mission. For this reason, the selection process is carried out individually for each payload. Table 12 shows the main parameters for each launch vehicle considered, with many of the parameters estimated based on existing technologies or company projections. Table 13 shows the characteristics for each payload along with the selected launcher. Table 12 
Orbit Selection
The options considered for transportation from Earth to the lunar base and depot were an electric propulsion spiral orbit, a low energy orbit with chemical propulsion, and direct transfer with chemical propulsion. The trade study for the different trajectories in shown in Table 14 . The selected orbit for cargo delivery is direct transfer with chemical propulsion based on the simplicity and low operational risk. The SEP spiral orbit was implemented for the advanced operational phase in which an SEP tug tows the customer from LEO to L1. Low-energy chemical maneuvers showed promise for reduced delta-V, but required complex simulation to discern the necessary delta-V and trajectories; future architectures may implement low-energy transfers for optimized performance. After considering multiple trades, the rendezvous orbit for the customer and therefore the location of the orbital depot was selected to be the Earth-Moon Lagrange Point 1 (EM-L1). Initially, HEO was considered because of its lower delta-V requirement, but later it was realized that, given our limitations in the design of the LRS, using HEO would require the customer to wait more than one month per LRS delivery and requires precise timing. The customer will need to also traverse to L1 from Earth, while the LRS will need to do so from the lunar surface. Each transfer maneuver is listed in Table 15 with its vehicle, location, initial orbit, destination orbit and delta-V. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Payload Optimization
The payload delivered to deep space destinations must be optimized to ensure that the propellant depot allows for cheaper missions rather than adding cost and complexity. For the icy moons (Europa and Enceladus), launching the EUS to L1, refueling at Lunarport's depot, then departing Earth via Oberth maneuvers triples the payload capacity compared to a direct launch of the EUS. For Mars missions, very heavy payloads (~90 tons) can be injected by an EUS from the L1 depot. However, EUS can only lift 39 tons to the L1 depot, so a SEP tug is required to realize the full benefit of Lunarport for Mars missions. A first order cost savings can be performed with the following estimations:
1. SEP tug cost ~$2B (including materials cost, development, testing and evaluation, estimated based on ARM mission cost of ~$1.5B) 2. SLS Launch ~ $500M (76 kg to LEO, assuming cost decrease by 2040 and selling ~58% of the remaining payload mass) 3. Maintenance ~$1B (Hall thruster replacement, propellant resupply) 4. Operation costs ~$500M / year Figure 12 shows that the payload to Mars can be increased by 200% resulting in an effective savings of two SLS launches or $2B. The total cost is reduced by performing multiple trips, specifically five round trips of the 102 -ton wet mass EUS with 90-ton payload over the course of ten years before replacement of the entire SEP tug. The net income generation will be equal to the $2B cost savings minus the 2-year operating cost of Lunarport minus the SEP tug cost divided by five deliveries: $2B -$1B -($3.5B / 5) = $300M saved per year Therefore, the above calculation demonstrates that net positive revenue can be produced with the assumptions stated above. The above cost assumptions are highly dependent on the decreasing cost of SEP tug technology including > 100 kW solar arrays, large-area solar array deployment, high-powered electric propulsion with long lifetime, and American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics overall cost estimation methodology. Overall, this result is very promising, showing that future deep space missions, particularly to Mars, can be strongly improved using an ISRU-supplied fuel depot with an SEP tug.
D. Lunarport Construction Sequence and Capability Ramp-Up
The first mission prior to construction is the prospector mission. This exploring phase will determine with greater detail the availability of the resources needed for Lunarport. Alongside the prospector robot a constellation of CubeSats will be launched. They will provide communication with Earth for the days when there is not line of sight between Lunarport and Earth. The next phase is the construction of the base. A Lunar Lander is launched with a sintering robot to build the necessary equipment. It will build the roads, the launching pad and the covering berm. This completion of this phase is expected by 2026. The launching pad will allow the landing of the first two LRS spacecraft. They will perform a simulated refueling operation between them to test the refueling operations. After direct LRS-to-LRS refueling has been demonstrated and the depot has been fully completed with a capacity of 411 tons (11-ton depot + 400 tons tank module), the operational phase begins. In this phase, the customer can purchase up to 120 tons of propellant at the L1 depot initially in 2023, and up to 400 tons around 2032. The production and delivery rate will continue to scale as an increasing amount of rovers and depot modules are delivered. The SLS Block 1b delivers 39 tons to TLI via the EUS which constrains the maximum payload possible during this phase. This constraint is removed in the tug-assisted operational phase described below. The final operational phase is reached once the production rate and LRS delivery capability can yield a total of 600 tons of propellant to the depot every four years. The SEP tug is utilized to tow the customer spacecraft (no crew) from LEO to L1 as shown in Figure 7 .2b. This savings in delta-V allows the customer to increase the payload mass delivered to Trans-Mars Injection (TMI) according to the tug-architecture shown in Fig. 15 . The propellant American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics production and depot propellant capacity are shown in Fig. 16 . Figure 17 . A detailed timeline highlighting the cargo delivery and yearly water production in their respective phases. Figure 18 shows a risk analysis matrix for the construction and operation of the mission architecture presented in this study. During the design of the mission architecture and subsystems, care was taken to keep risks out of the 'red zone' of the matrix. For example, the LRS crashing into the base has significant consequences to the overall success of the Lunarport; however, the likelihood of this risk has been minimized through a carefully selected landing trajectory. A number of other consequential risks involve equipment failures. The likelihood of these risks is minimized to keep them in the 'green zone' or 'yellow zone' by using flight-proven technologies whenever possible and when not possible, allowing for significant technological development before flight. Some of the more likely risks include propellant boil-off and getting a mining drill stuck. Both of these risks are less consequential because their technology is currently being developed to minimize their effects (composite cryogenic tanks for boil-off and a mechanism to get drills unstuck). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
E. Risk Analysis
F. Programmatic Considerations
Construction and Development Cost
The development and construction costs of the project are shown in Table 16 , and represent the total costs for the initial project development starting in 2017 and ending when the first set of rovers are operational in 2022. It is found that total development costs for this initial mission amount to $4.6B. Analogous technologies were used when available, and scaled if necessary to accommodate for development. Approximate scaling factors were utilized for Project Management, Systems Engineering, Safety and Mission Assurance, Science and Technology, Mission Operations, and Ground Control that were suggested by the JPL Architecture team (A-Team). Figure 19 shows the overall operating costs for the mission in the top panel, while the middle panel shows the total money available to the mission at any given time (annual budget plus rollover minus operating costs). Total costs through 2032 equal $17B. The bottom panel shows the yearly income from refueling missions and the $1B yearly budget. The initial operating cost is low, due to a lack of launches at the beginning of the mission. The $1B / year subsidy of the project ends in 2032, as the project then is making enough profit to be self-sustaining, assuming a sale of propellant for $5500/kg (in comparison to $10,000/kg in LEO). It is assumed that there are small refueling missions of 120 tons per year every four years as well as Mars-scale missions of 520 tons every four years at full operational capability. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Long-term Operations and Business Plan
Ice Rush has a present budget allocation of $1B per year for the lifetime of its mission. As NASA's mission has transformed from one responsible for all U.S. space activity to one that primarily enables the development of noncommercially viable scientific and technological missions, unless NASA's cost structure changes, the Lunarport will have to transition to another business model once profitable. Several options could exist for the long-term future of Ice Rush:
• No-cost NASA refueling station ○ NASA could aim to keep operations of Ice Rush at a level that only meet NASA or U.S. government requirements for space missions. The refueling station may also be of interest to NOAA and DoD missions that require station keeping, particularly for expensive GEO satellites. The propellant depot reserve could also provide risk-mitigation for end-of-life satellite operations/refueling scenarios.
• No-cost international collaboration refueling station ○ NASA may exchange free refueling to other space agencies for utilization of other resources of said space agencies; e.g., in exchange for using the Moon Village • No-cost commercial and NASA refueling station for solar system exploration:
○ In order to promote the U.S. space industry (currently a mission of FAA AST), NASA could provide propellant at cost to U.S. commercial ventures if in excess of U.S. government need. This would effectively subsidize the commercial industry, and encourage space companies to incorporate within the U.S. If demand were too high for the Lunarport production rate, some form of cost-sharing structure between the private industry and NASA could be utilized • Sale of Ice Rush to net $0 cost ○ NASA, once Ice Rush enters full operational phase and is deemed a 'proven' technology/business, could offer the sale of Lunarport to a commercial entity to amortize the the total cost to NASA. It could be continuously offered on the free market for the total outstanding 'debt' NASA has for the project, until purchased by a commercial entity, who would be able to develop it as they saw fit. The sale would likely have to be to a U.S. company due to International Traffic in Arms Restrictions (ITAR).
• Sale of Ice Rush in exchange for future NASA utilization ○ NASA could also contract with a commercial company for the sale of Ice Rush in exchange for refueling use for further NASA missions. ITAR would again likely restrict the sale to a U.S. company
Political Considerations
The United Nations Treaty on Principles Governing including no spacefaring countries) . The Moon Treaty likely failed for several reasons, including Article XI, which required that "neither the surface nor the subsurface of the moon, nor any part thereof or natural resources in place, shall become property of any State, international intergovernmental or non-governmental organization, national organization or non-governmental entity or of any natural person". Because of the failure of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space to coalesce on a narrower version of "claim of sovereignty", the utilization of extraterrestrial resources is at present a legal gray area. 22 Both the United States and Luxembourg have chosen to adopt the perspective that resource extraction does not violate the Outer Space Treaty, with Luxembourg partnering with Planetary Resources for asteroid mining, and approvals by the Federal Aviation Administration Office of Commercial Space Transportation (FAA AST) for both the Moon Express probe as well as the Bigelow Aerospace lunar base. 23 Though Bigelow has no immediate plans for a lunar base, the AST payload review was seen as a step to measure the regulatory uncertainty for lunar property rights. 24 The approval was viewed by many as a U.S. government endorsement for commercial activities on other celestial bodies, suggesting that permanent lunar fixtures, not just short-term probes such as Moon Express, are likely viable for commercialization. 25 While it may be possible to receive AST authorization for commercial lunar activities, the process is presently ad hoc for missions that are not standard (e.g., launches of communications satellites), and may involve approval from other agencies, including the State department, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) depending on the mission payloads. Though this creates complexity in the mission approval process for commercial activities, AST is required by the Commercial Space Launch Act (HR. 3942) to make licensing decisions within 180 days. 24 
Planetary Protection
Article IX of the Outer Space Treaty requires that states party to the treaty conduct operations on the moon and other celestial bodies to avoid harmful contamination. Under NASA's Planetary Protection guidelines, nonreturning lunar missions fall under Category II. 26 This project will request a preliminary Planetary Protection Office categorization, and will provide the Planetary Protection Plan at the end of Phase B (the Conceptual Study). In addition the Pre-Launch Planetary Protection Report, Post-Launch Planetary Protection report, and End of Mission Report will be provided in coincidence with our mission timeline.
V. Conclusion
A viable space-based propellant depot is critical to deep space exploration. Both NASA and the commercial sector recognize the importance of in-situ resource utilization for this purpose; NASA's Deep Space Gateway requires the refueling of its Deep Space Transport vehicle to Mars in cis-lunar space, and companies such as ULA (CisLunar-1000) are eager to exploit the lunar economy for both the refueling of deep space missions as well as satellite life extension. Recognizing the requisite architecture for exploration in cis-lunar space and beyond, the week-long 2017 Caltech Space Challenge asked an international team of undergraduate and graduate students to design Lunarport, a refueling depot in cis-lunar space supplied from ice extracted at the lunar south pole, with a $1B/year budget. Lunarport was designed to be able to provide 600 tons of LH2-LO2 propellant for a crewed Mars mission by 2032, in concurrence with NASA's timeline.
The final design of the Lunarport, called 'Ice Rush', is presented here in detail, including all major lunar surface systems, space systems, mission designs, operations, construction, and programmatic considerations. Ice Rush utilizes ISRU at the lunar south pole to provide ice to a Lunar Resupply Shuttle (LRS), which then transports ice to a propellant depot at the Earth-Moon L1 point. At the depot, ice is then converted to LH2-LO2 propellant, and made American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics available to customers. The Ice Rush architecture utilizes state-of-the-art or emerging space technology for ISRU (Honeybee Robotics Planetary Volatiles Extractor Corer), power (wireless power transmission), propulsion (solar electric), space vehicle design (reusability), and propellant storage (composite cryogenic tanks).
The architecture of this mission is modular and scalable. As such, it is flexible to incorporate new technologies, adjust to any technical or programmatic challenges, and provide refueling capabilities to a wide range of missions. Ice Rush slowly builds up, sending six Curiosity-size mining rovers every two years beginning in 2022, and every year starting in 2026, as well as two Lunar Resupply Shuttles annually beginning in 2028. This enables the modular depot to supply 120 metric tons of propellant in 2031 and 520 tons in 2032. With this continuous cadence of mining rovers and LRSs supplied to Ice Rush, the supply scales up to 630 tons of propellant available to refuel a customer at the depot every four years after 2032.
Following the first Mars mission of two cargo and one crew vehicle by 2032, Ice Rush can supply propellants to send a crewed mission to Mars every four years. Payload capacity for deep-space missions is also drastically improved. Specifically, the Ice Rush architecture can triple the payload mass capacity to the icy moons, Europa or Enceladus.
Lunarport may present an opportunity to enable public-private partnerships in the space industry. NASA has shifted its position over the last several decades from the only actor in the U.S. space industry to one of many, suggesting that their main purpose has become to enable non-economically viable or costly emerging space technologies, rather than develop commercially viable technology. As such, a conceptual Lunarport may be best financed by NASA during initial development, and then transitioned to a more commercial long-term model.
Ice Rush was designed using technology at almost exclusively TRL-6 and above, for a total cost of $17B through its financial independence in 2032. At this time, we find that the depot will be self-sustaining, if able to resupply missions at a cost of $5500/kg or greater.
